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(Communicated by Prof. A. HEYTING at the meeting of May 28, 1966) 
Since connectedness is an important notion in classical topology, it 
might be interesting to investigate this notion for intuitionistic topology 
too. 
Brouwer considers connectedness for the Euclidean plane in [1], p. 18. 
ScHULTZ in [7] also considers connectedness, but his notion of topological 
space differs from ours. His definition of connectedness is different too. 
VAN DALEN made a remark ([3] p. 48) which is analogous to the equiva-
lence of 3.4(b) and 3.4(g) in this paper. 
This paper is a first essay to investigate connectedness (in intuitionistic 
topology) more systematically. The first paragraph contains a few simple 
results concerning connectedness in arbitrary spaces. In the second para-
graph the notion of a quasi-covering (a generalization of the notion of 
an "Ueberdeckung" from [4], 3.2) ·is investigated, somewhat more ex-
tensively than is necessary for our purposes. 
The third paragraph treats connectedness for DFTK-spaces; in the 
fourth paragraph a few results about local connectedness and decidable 
connectedness are derived. 
Notions and notations not explained in this paper can be found in [8]. 
Finite is often used for quasi-finite or finitely indexed, if confusion is not 
to be expected. [8] will be cited simply by three figures, denoting chapter, 
paragraph and subsection in [8]. 
§ 1. Connectedness in general. 
l.l. Definition. A finite or denumerably infinite sequence 
(VI, V2, ... )is called a partition of a species V, if V = U V.,, 1\ i, i (i #j-+ 
-+ v., f"'l Vj=0), 1\ i v p(p E V.,). i 
If (V, %) is a topological space, and the Vt are closed in %, then 
(VI, V2, ... ) is called a closed partition (of the space). 
1.2. Theorem. In a complete metric space (V, e> '"<ery partition 
is a closed partition (of (V, %(e))). 
Proof. Let (VI. V2, ···>be a partition of v and let X E v.-. We want 
to prove x E v.,. 
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On account of our suppositions there exists a sequence (xn)n E Vt, 
lim e(xn, x) = 0. 
11--+ 00 
We define a mapping tp from V into the natural numbers by: 
"PY = i +---; y E Vi. 
tp has to be sequentially continuous ([9] theorem 2). Since 1\ n(tpxn=i), 
it follows that tpx = i. 
1.3. Remark. As a consequence of [9], theorem 5 (or 6) the species 
Vt are open if (V, %(e)) is a separable complete metric space. 
1.4. Definition. A topological space is said to be connected, if there 
exists no finite, closed partition of the space. A species V is called in-
divisible if there exists no finite partition of V. 
1.5. Cor o 11 a r y to 1 . 2 . A complete metrizable space r is connected 
iff r is indivisible. 
1.6. Remark. From 1.4 it is clear that connectedness for complete 
metrizable spaces can be defined without referring to topological notions. 
1.7. Lemma. Suppose (V~, V2, ... ) to be a partition for V, such 
that Vi is indivisible for every i. If (W~, W2, ... ) is a partition for V, 
then 1\ k(Wk= U {Vi: ViC Wk}). 
Proof by straightforward reasoning. 
1.8. Example. [0, 1], (1, 2] are indivisible ([2], footnote 10). Hence 
[0,1] u (1,2]isconnected,since(by 1.7) ([0,1], (1,2])istheonlypossible 
partition containing more than one element, and this partition is not closed. 
This example demonstrates that 1.2, 1.5 do not hold for a non-complete 
metrizable space, even if it is congruent to a complete metrizable space. 
1.9. Theorem (a). Let r be a topological space, U a pointspecies 
of r. If u is connected, then u- is connected too. 
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(b). If F= u Wt, 1\ i v p(p E wi n wi+l), wi connected for every i, 
i=l 
then r is connected. 
Proof. (a) [5], § 41, II, 3, 2°; (b) trivial. 
1.10. Theorem. If rand F' are topological spaces, ~ a continuous 
mapping from r onto F', and r is connected, then F' is connected. 
Proof trivial. 
1.11. Definition. A species V (a topological space (V, %)) is called 
indivisible (connected) between p E V and q E V, if there is no partition 
(closed partition) (W, W') such that pEW, q E W'. 
1.12. Remarks (a). This notion "connected between p, q" diverges 
from the corresponding classical notion (compare [6], IV, 1). 
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(b). A species V (a topological space (V, %)) is indivisible (connected) 
iff V ((V, %)) is indivisible (connected) between every pair p E V, q E V. 
1.13. Theorem. Let (V, e) be a complete metric space. F=(Vo, 
%(e)). If (xn)n, (Yn)n converge to x, y respectively, and r is connected 
between Xn and Yn for every n, then r is connected between x and y. 
Proof. We construct spreads X, Y from (xn)n and (Yn)n as indicated 
in the proof of theorem 2 in [9]. Suppose ( V, W) to be a partition of r. 
If lX EX U Y, then x" denotes the point represented by lX. There are 
mappings 'ljJ, "P' into {0, l} such that 
iX EX: 'ljJiX=O~ X" E v 
iX E Y: 'ljJ 1iX=O~x, E V. 
Applying a reasoning analogous to the argumentation in the proof of 
theorem 2 in [9], we conclude to the existence of a natural number M 
such that 
XM E v~x E V, YME V~yE V. 
XM E V & YM E W or conversely contradicts our assumptions, therefore 
x E V & y E W or x E W & y E V are impossible. 
So r is connected between X and y. 
§ 2. Quasi-coverings. 
2.1. In this paragraph we study a new notion, which in its extension 
closer resembles the classical notion of a covering than a covering in the 
intuitionistic sense. The "Ueberdeckungen" in [4], 3.2 are special cases 
of quasi-coverings. 
We shall make use of the notion of a quasi-covering in § 3. 
2.2. Definition. {Vt: i E I} is called a quasi-covering of a species 
v if 
(I) 1\p E v---,---, Vi EI(p E Vt) 
2.3. Definition. Let F=(Vo, %) be a topological space. {Vt: i EI} 
is a family of pointspecies of r. We define properties (II)-(V). 
(II) If {Vt*: i E I} is a family of pointspecies such that 1\ i E I( v.- c 
C Int Vt*), then {Vt: i E J} is a covering of r. 
(III) Let Star Vt=( U {Vi: Vt n Vr"'0})-. {Star Vt: i EI} is a 
covering of r. 
(IV) n = Vo- Vt fori EI; n {Vf: i EI}=0. 
(V) ( U {Vt: i E I})-= Vo. 
2.4. Theorem. Let(V~, ... , Vn) beagivenfinitesequenceoflocated 
pointspecies of a DFTK-space F= ( Vo, %). Then the following implications 
between the properties (1)-( V) hold: 
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(a) IV~ I~ II+--+ V, Ill~ II. 
(b) If the Vi are closed, then II~ IV. 
(c) If (V~, ... , Vn) is a located system of closed pointspecies, then 
II ~III. 
Proof. Under the assumptions of our theorem, V ~ W +--+ v- C Int W 
(4.1.30). In this proof, let i, k be variables with values in {1, 2, ... , n}. 
(a). IV~ I. Let n V~ = 0, and let p be an arbitrary point of Vo. 
Suppose ---, v i(p E Vi). This implies p E n Vf, hence n v~ i= 0. This 
contradicts our assumptions, therefore ---, ---, V i(p E V-1). 
I~ II. Let Vi~ Vi* for all i. An e>O can be found such that for 
all i U(2e, V-1) C Vt* (4.1.30). Take an arbitrary p E Vo, and suppose 
1\ i(e(p, Vt) >e). As a consequence ---, V i(p E Vt). This contradicts (I), 
therefore e(p, Vk) < 2e for a certain k, hence p E Vk*· 
II~ V. Let p E Vo. We want to show that U(e, p) contains a point 
of U Vt for every e>O. For all i we construct Vt* such that Vt ~ Vt* C 
C U(e, Vt) (4.1.30, 4.1.31). p E Vk* for a certain k (as a consequence of 
(I)). Therefore a q E Vk can be found such that (!(p, q)<e, hence 
q E U(e, p). 
V ~II. Let Vt ~ Vt* for all i. An e>O can be found such that 
U(e, Vi) C Vi* for all i (4.1.30). Let p E Vo. For a certain k there is a 
q E U(e, p) ("\ vk. Therefore p E U(e, q) c U(e, Vk) c Vk*· This proves (II). 
III ~II. Let Vt ~ Vt* for all i. An e>O can be found such that 
for all i U(2e, Vi) C Vi* (4.1.30). Let p E Vo. (Star Vt, ... , Star Vn) is a 
covering, hence p E Star V k for a certain k. 
1\ i(e(p, Vt) >e) ~ ---, V i(p E Star Vi). 
Thus we obtain e(p, Vk)<2e for a certain k, hence p'E U(2e, Vk) C Vk*, 
so (Vt*, ... , Vk*) is a covering. 
(b). II~ IV. Let the Vt be closed, located, and suppose pEn Vf. 
For a closed located pointspecies V we have (2.3. 7): ---, e(p, V) > 0 +--+ p E V. 
Suppose 1\ i(e(p, Vt) >e). For every i we can construct Vt* such that 
Vt ~ Vt* C U(e, Vt) (4.1.30, 4.1.31). Then ---, p E U U(e, Vi), hence 
---, p E U Vt*, and this contradicts (II). As a consequence V i(e(p, Vt)<2e). 
This holds for every e, therefore p E ( U Vi)-, so ---,---, p E U Vt. 
---, p E u Vt +--+ p E n Vf. Thus we conclude ---, p E n Vf. This contra-
dicts our assumption, hence n v~ = 0. 
(c). V ~Ill. Let (Vt, ... , Vn) be a located system of closed species. 
et,k= 1 if Vt ("\ Vki=0, 
=inf {e(p, q): p E Vt & q E Vk} otherwise. 
2e=inf {e-1,k: 1 .;;;i.;;;n & 1 .;;;k.;;;n}. 
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For every i we construct Vi such that Vi(£ Vi* C U(s, Vi) (4.1.30, 
4.1.31). 
Let p E V0 • Since we have already proved (V) ~(II), we conclude to 
the existence of a lc such that p E Vk*· If vk n Vi=0, then Vk* n Vt=0. 
We put Wk= ( U {Vi: Vi n Vk=0})-; (Wk u Star Vk)- = Vo for 
every k. i 
e(Vk, Wk)>s; therefore U(s, Vk) C Star Vk, hence Vk l£ Star Vk. This 
proves (III), since (II) holds. 
§ 3. Connectedness for DFTK-spaces. 
3.1. Definition. A sequence <VI, ... , Vn) is called a chain, if 
v p(p E vi n vi+l) for 1 <J<n. 
3.2. Definition. A metric space <Vo, e) is said to be s-connected, 
if for every p, q E Vo a finite sequence <PI, ... , Pn) can be found such 
that p = p~, q = Pn, e(pi, Pi +I)< s for 1 < i < n. Such a sequence <PI, ... , Pn) 
is called an s-chain between p and q. 
3.3. Notation. Let r be a DFTK-space, and let X be a point 
representation (2.2.2) for r with a defining pair <O, B). 
An (X EX converges to a point X"' E r. 
Va'={x"': ex EX & &(n)=Ba}. 
3.4. Theorem. Let F=<Vo, :l:)=<Vo, :l:(e)) be a DFTK-space. Let 
X be a finitary point representation with a defining pair <O, {}) as in 3.3; 
theelements of() oflength n constitute a sequence <a(n, 1), ... , a(n, p(n))). 
Let <Vn)n be a DFTK-basis of secured species for r, and let f beaK-
function (4.1.2) for <Vn)n, i.e. 1\ k((Vk u Vk+l u ... u Vk+f<k>)- = Vo). 
Let lS be the located system obtained from < V n)n by closure with 
respect to n, u. (V u W = (V u W)-). 
The following conditions for r are equivalent: 
(a) r is connected. 
(b) V0 and 0 are the only detachable subspecies of r. 
(c) Every finite covering of closed secured species can be arranged 
in a chain. 
(d) Every finite covering of secured species can be arranged in a chain. 
(e) Every finite located quasi-covering of secured species can be 
arranged in a chain. 
(f) For every n {V'a<n,I), ... , V'a(n,p(n))} can be arranged in a chain. 
(g) z is valid for r, were z is the following postulate 
Z : { V k, ... , V k+f(k)} can be arranged in a chain for every k. 
(h) r is s-connected for every e. 
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Proof. Schema (b)~ (a)-+ (e)-+ (d)-+ (c)-+ (a), (f)~ (d)~ (g), 
(a)~ (h). 
(a)~ (b) is trivial as a consequence of 1.2, 1.5. 
(a)-+ (e). Let <Wb ... , Wn) be a finite, located quasi-covering with 
secured elements. Let us suppose that <Wb ... , Wn) cannot be arranged 
in a chain. Then there are two groups, let us say {W1, ... , Wr} and 
{Wr+b ... , Wn} such that W n W' =0, W = W1 u ... u Wr, W' = Wr+l u 
u ... u W n· < W', W) is a quasi -covering, and W, W' are relatively located. 
Hence there exist relatively located, located W", W"' such that W (£ W", 
W' (£ W"', W" n W111 =0. <W", W"') is a covering of r (2.4), therefore a 
contradiction with (a) is obtained. Hence <WI, ... , Wn) can be arranged 
in a chain. 
(e)-+ (d). Let (W1, ... , Wn) be a covering by secured species. Then 
(4.1.26) we can find a located covering of closed pointspecies, < W'1, .. . , W' n), 
such that W't C£ Wt for 1 <;i<,n. (We may suppose W'i E 58). Suppose 
W'1, ... , W'r to be the non-empty elements of this covering. Then 
< W' 1, ... , W' r) is a finite located quasi-covering of secured elements. 
Hence it can be arranged in a chain, say <W'a(l), ... , W'a(t)). Then 
<Wa(l), ... , Wa(t)) is also a chain which covers F. {a(1), ... , a(t)}={1, ... , r}. 
If i>1· there exists apE Wt, and a j, 1 <;j <,t, such that p E Wa(J)· Then 
<Wa(l), ... , Wa(J), Wi, Wa(J), Wa(j+l), ... , Wa(t)) is again a chain. Thus 
<Wb ... , Wn) can be arranged in a chain. 
(d) -+ (c) -+ (a), (d) -+ (f) are trivial. 
(f)-+ (d). Let <Wb ... , Wm) be a covering by secured species. There 
exists a mapping "P of X into {1, ... , m} such that 
VJIX=i ->-X"' E Wi. 
By the fan theorem there exists a natural number v such that VJIX can 
be computed from &(v) for every IX EX. 
Then <V'a('',l), ... , V'a(v,p(v)))is a refinement of (W1, ... , Wn). Therefore 
<Wb ... , Wn) can be arranged in a chain. 
(d) -+ (g) follows from (d) -+ (e) -+ (g). 
(g)-+ (d). To prove this we show that a covering <W1, ... , W m), 
Wt E 58, Wt secured (1 <;i <,m), can be arranged in a chain. {W1, ... , W m} 
is a located system. Suppose that {WI> ... , W m} cannot be arranged in a 
chain. Let us say that W n W' = 0, W = (W1 U ... U Wr)-, W' = (Wr+l u 
u ... u w m)-. Then there are W", WillE 58 such that w (£ W", W' (£ W111 , 
W" n W 111 =0 (4.1.9(b)). Natural numbers v1, v2, va can be found (4.1.3(b), 
4.1.4, 4.1.20) such that 
1\ i(i>'vi & W" n Vt*0-+ Vt n W'" ~0), 
1\ i(i;;.v2 & W n Vt*0-+ Vt C W"), 
/\i(i>va & W' n Vt*0-+ VtC W"'). 
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U = U {Vi: v<i<v+f(v) & Vi II W #0}, 
U'= u {Vi: Y<,i<v+f(v) & vi II W'#0}. 
U II U'=0, W C u-, W' C U'-. Hence u- II U'- =0. 
This contradicts (g), therefore {Wt, ... , W m} can be arranged in a chain. 
Using the reasoning of the proof of (e)--+ (d), we conclude to (d). 
(a)--+ (h). {U(2-1e, p): p E V0} is an open covering of V0 , hence there 
exists (2.3.4) a finite subcovering (U1, ... , Um)· 
Since (a)--+ (d), (U1, ... , Um) can be arranged in a chain, say 
(Ua(l), ... , Ua(t)). Let Ua(i) = U(2-1E, Pi). If p E Ua(j), q E Ua(k), j <k, then 
p, q are connected by an e-chain (p, Pi+l. Pi+2, ... , Pk, q). 
(h)--+ (a). Let (V, W) be a partition of F. There exist V', W' E 58, 
V' (£ V, W' (£ W, V', W' relatively located. An E can be found such that 
U(e, V) II U(e, W)=0 (4.1.30, 4.1.31). If p E V, q E W, then p, q cannot 
be connected by an e-chain. Thus a contradiction is obtained. 
3.5. Example. If a DFTK-space r is connected between p and q, 
this does not imply the existence of a located connected pointspecies 
V C r such that p, q E V. This is demonstrated by the following example. 
Let Z(n) mean: n is the number of the last decimal of the first sequence 
of ten consecutive numerals 7 in the decimal representation of n. r is 
a subspace of the circle { (x, y): x2 + yz = 1 }. 
Points of r can be represented as (cos q;, sin q;). We define 
with 
and 
M 0 = {(cos q;, sin q;): - 3-ln ::j> q; ::j> 3-1n }, 
M 1 = {(cos q;, sin q;): 2.3-ln ::j> q; ::j> 4.3-ln }, 
Mzn = {(cos q;, sin q;): 3-1n + r1 ::j> q; ::j> 2.3-1n- r1}, 
M 2n+l = {<cos q;, sin q;): 4.3-ln + r 2 ::j> q; ::j> 5.3-lq;- r2}, 
i~O 
00 
r1 = ! ai10-i, where ai = 1 ~ Z(2i + 1) 
i~l 
00 
rz=! bi10-i, where bi=1~Z(2i) 
i~l 
r is 8-Connected between < -1, 0) and (1, 0) for every E, hence COn-
nected between p and q (which is seen by adaptation of the proof of 
3.4 (h)--+ (a)), but we are not able to find a connected DFTK-space which 
is contained in r and which contains p and q. 
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§ 4. Local connectedness of DFTK-spaces. 
4.1. Definition. A topological space is called locally connected, if 
within every neighbourhood of any point p a located, connected neighbour-
hood can be found. 
4.2. Theorem. A DFTK-space r is locally connected iff for every 
e > 0 there exists a finite covering by connected pointspecies with a dia-
meter smaller than e (a finite e-covering by connected species). 
Proof. Take a fixed e>O, suppose r to be locally connected. 
@:= {V: V p V t5(p E r & U(t5, p) C V C U(e, p) & V connected} is a covering 
of r which contains a finite subcovering (using 2.3.4). 
Suppose conversely (V1k, ... , V~<k>> to be a 2-k-covering by connected 
species, for every k. As a consequence of 4.1.30 there exists a number 
!5>0 such that for any pEr there is a number i, 1 .;;;;,i .;;;;,n(k) such that 
U(t5, p) C Vik· Sop possesses arbitrarily small connected neighbourhoods. 
4.3. Theorem. If a locally connected DFTK-space r is mapped 
continuously onto a DFTK-space F', then F' is locally connected. 
Proof. Let I be a mapping from r onto F', and let (Vtk, ... , v~(k)> 
be a 2-k-covering by connected species. There exists a number k(m) such 
that if r, F' are metrized by (!, e' respectively, then 
e(x, x')<2-k(m)-+ e(fx, fx')<2-m. 
For every n F' is covered by (fV1k<m>, ... , fV~~~\nn), a 2-m-covering 
by connected species (using 1.10). 
4.4. Theorem. A DFTK-space r is connected and locally con-
nected iff [0, 1] can be mapped continuously onto r. 
Proof. A proof can be obtained by a careful adaptation of the proof 
given in [6], chapter IV, § 9, p. 90. 
4.5. Definition. A topological space r is said to be decidably 
connected, if for every pair of points p, q E r it can be decided whether 
r is connected between p and q or not. 
4.6. Theorem. A DFTK-space r is decidably connected iff r is 
covered by a finite partition of connected pointspecies. 
Proof. In one direction the implication is trivial. Suppose r to be 
decidably connected. We define xDy+--+ r connected between x and y. 
Dis an equivalence relation. Since r possesses a finitary point represen-
tation, r X r also possesses a finitary point representation X. A mapping 
1p can be defined on X such that if IX EX converges to (x, y) then 
1J'IX = 1 +---+ xDy. 
There exists (fan theorem) a natural number N such that 1J'IX can be 
computed from ii(N) for every IX EX. 
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Since Q divides r into equivalence classes, we conclude to the existence 
of finitely many equivalence classes. 
4.7. Remark. The condition for F: x # y-+ xQy v--, x!Jy is weaker 
than decidable connectedness, as follows from 4.6 compared with the 
properties of the Cantor-set. 
4.8. Theorem. A DFTK-space r is decidably connected iff to every 
point of r a connected located neighbourhood can be found. 
Proof. Suppose r to be decidably connected. According to 4.6 a 
finite partition of connected pointspecies ( V 1, ... , V n) can be found. We 
construct closed located pointspecies V' i such that V' i <£ V t:, 1 < i < n, and 
such that (V'1, ... , V'n) covers r (4.1.30). Then it follows that Vt:= V't 
(since p E V t- V' t gives rise to a contradiction, and --, --, p E V' t implies 
p E V' i since V' i is closed located). 
Therefore V 1, ... , V n are also open connected species, and this proves 
our theorem in one direction. 
Now we suppose every point of r to possess a connected located 
neighbourhood. A finite species of these neighbourhoods, (V1, ... , Vn), 
already covers r. 
Let ~ be chosen such that 
(*) 1\p E FVi(1.;;,i.;;,n & U(~, p) C Vt:) 
Since the Vt: are located, we can determine 
d(Vt, V,) =inf {e(p, q): p E Vt: & q E v,}. 
Suppose d(Vi, V,) <~. Then there exist x E Vt, y E V, such that 
e(x, y)<~. By (*) a k can be found such that U(~, x) C Vk. Therefore 
x, y E Vk. In this case (Vt: u V1 u Vk)- is connected and located. If 
d(Vt:, V1)>2-1~, then Vt: n V1=0. 
Now let v be a fixed number, 1 <,v<,n. We construct Wv as follows. 
Let "P(i, j) be a function into {0, 1} such that 
"P(i, j)=O-+ d(Vt, V,)<~, 
"P(i, j) = 1 -+ d( V1, V1) > 2-1~. 
Let A be an operator defined on species ~ C {V1, ... , V n}· 
A(~)= {Vi: v j(V, E ~ & 'ljJ(i, j) = 0}. 
We construct a sequence ~o, ~b ... by taking ~o={Vv}, ~n+l=A(~n). 
There always exists an m such that 1\ n(n;;;;.m-+ ~n=~m), since 
{V:i, ... , Vn} is a quasi-finite species. We put 
Wv=( U {Vt: V n(Vt E ~n)})-. 
Wv is located and connected, as is readily verified (1.9(b)). Different 
Wv are disjoint. This proves our theorem. 
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4.9. Corollary to 4. 8. A locally connected DFTK-space is de-
cidably connected, and is the disjoint union of finitely many continuous 
images of [0, 1 ]. 
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